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Update: COVID-19
( Wellness Labs, Tulsa, Oklahoma ) In the past few weeks, we’ve seen an unprecedented response in
public awareness of the COVID-19 virus and a more aligned approach to prepare for it. Wellness Labs
and Attis Federal Labs has implemented measures to support our healthcare clients, whether nursing
homes, physicians and other testing laboratories and their patients to ease the burden in dealing with this
crisis at work and within our communities.
Safety and Patient care are our top priorities.
As a specialty molecular laboratory, we have added staff and medical equipment to respond to the
increased demand of Upper Respiratory testing. Our updated URI panel consists of 27 pathogens,
including 5 strains of Coronavirus, with Reflex for COVID-19.
•

Our courier and UPS Medical Placard program will continue. Each local courier will remain
outside the entrance for pickups. We are coordinating with each facility for their specific
instructions. On-call for extra pickups are available as needed.

•

For physician offices, we now offer a local collection site at our main laboratory to ease patients
from overwhelming waiting rooms. Test orders are done online through our portal.

•

We continue to work with local, state and federal agencies for reporting purposes.

•

We continue to provide 2-4 hour testing with results posting in our proprietary portal within 24-48
hours from receipt of specimen.

•

We continue to encourage our customers, partners and public to actively take precautions in
preventing the spread of COVID-19

Current Risk Assessment
While the CDC continues to list the risk assessment for most Americans as being low, your patients
healthcare demands can be achieved. These are challenging times. Our leadership team continues to
monitor this situation and will keep you at the forefront of our thoughts and actions.
Be well and safe!
Karin Loudermilk
COO

